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The Spectrum of Comet 1907 d (Daniel). By John Evershed. 

N otwithstandiDg the very unfavourable conditions prevailing 
here during the south-west monsoon, attempts were made to 
photograph the spectrum of this comet on several occasions in 
August and September. Owing to the short intervals of time practi
cally available for making exposures on the comet (three-quarters of 
an hour at most), it seemed necessary to use a spectrograpb having 
the greatest possible light-efficiency. I therefore determined to try 
whether an objective prism spectrograph of short focal length could 
be successfully employed. On account of the almost constant 
presence of cloud, more or less thick, in the eastern sky, the results 
do not come up to expectation, but are perhaps of sufficient interest 
to place on record. 

A. prismatic camera was constructed with the two very perfect 
60' prisms, of specially selected crown glass, which were successfully 
used at recent eclipses. The prisms have an effective aperture of 
42 mm., and the photographically corrected lens has a focal length 
of about 600 mm. The illstrument was attached to the 6-in. 
Cooke equatorial in the south (lome of this observatory, the pla.ne 
of dispersion being made parallel to a circle of declination. For 
guiding, a stra.ight.edged bar was placed in the eyepiece of the 
finder attached to the equa.torial, and this was made parallel to 
the !iiurnal motion. In making an exposnre, the comet's nucleus 
was kept on the edge of the bar, and nearly in the centre of the 
field (defined by a cross-wire), by means of the slow-motion handles 
of the equatorial. . 

In the course of several weeks, a bou t the time of the comet's 
maximum. brightness, only three fairly favourable opportunities 
occurred. These were August 28, September 3, and September IS. 
The best result was obtained on the first-named date, with an ex
posure of ha.lf an hour. On September 3 the comet was obscured 
by cloud for about half the available time before daylight, and 
during. this interval the opportlmity was taken to photograph the 
spectrum of Procyon on the same plate, the star being brought to 
the edge of the bar in the eyepiece, but at a. little distance from 
the centre of tbe field. In the pla.te exposed for twenty millutes on 
September 15, under a.pparently favourable conditions, no trace of 
the spectrum can be seen, This is probably due to the low 
altitude of the comet, for the spectrum of Regulus, then about s" N. 
of the comet, is only faintly impressed on the pla.te. Wratten's 
"Drop Shutter" plates were used in all the trials. 

In the spectrum of August 28 the most striking features shown 
are a pair of extremely bright lines in the ultra-violet, c()rresponding 
with the nucleus of the comet, * an.d a. series of monocbromatic 
im.a.ges of the tail, having the f()Uowing appro::rimate wave-lengths :-

).. 358, 369. 378, 40 I, 42 6, 455. 
~ Owing to II slight drift of the comet in R.A., the iUl&ges of the 11llo1eus 

are linear. 
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These radiations are not specially bright in .:the comet's nucleus, 
but they extend. from '5' to I'S' into the tail, whilst the above
mentioned bright liQes seem to be confined to the region of the 
nucleus. Altogether r 2 lines or groups of lines have beEln measured 
on this plate, and the wave-lengths determined graphically, using 
the 12 hydrogen lines from HfJ to Hv inclusive in the spectrum 
of Procyon and of Sirius to obtain the dispersion curve_ In the 
spectrum of September 3, with P,'ocyon photographed on the same 
plate, the pair of bright lines in the ultra-violet are seen to be a 
little more refrangible than H~ (A 3889); and as their distance 
apart corresponds with about r 1 units in wave-length, there can 
be no he"i tation in as~ribing them to the cyanogen lines at .\ 3871' 5 
and A 3883'5, In this plate, huwever, the images are too faint for 
measurement, 

In the table which f()llows are summarised the results of 
measures of the spectrum of AUgllst 28. As most of the spectral 
images 011 this plate are broad and ill-defined, I give in the second 
column the approximate limits of wave-length of ea.ch line or band; 
and ill the third column the mean wave-length, or the positions of 
maximum brightness. In the fuurth column is entered the length 
of tail in degrees which can be traced in each radiation. I can 
assign no .origin for the radiations, which seem characteristic of the 
tail, except the band at).. 455. whil'h, according to Campbell, may 
probably be due to cyanogen. -II- The continuous spectrum, which 
is faint throughollt, ends at about A 490 . 

No. Limits Mea.n A. 
Length of Tail • Probable Remarks, of A. ill Degrees. Identification. 

I 357 } 3S8± '3±: 
359 Cyanogen ~ 

2 367 } 369± '4±: Exceedingly faint 

370 images of ta.il. 

3 377 } 378± ·S±: 

380 

4 3863 } 3873 Cyanogen. Very intense lines: 

5 3885 3884 '2 Cyanogen. 38&4 the strongest in 
the whole spectrum, 

6 3995 } 4015 1'6 

4034 
7 4IZ9± Extremely faint tra.oes 

of tail. Campbell 
gives a faint line 

Bot 4126 in oomet 0 

of 1893. 
8 4190 } 4200 Cyanogen. No tail. Traoes oflines 

4221 421 5 Cyauogen. at these positions. 

* P1,b • .Ast. SOIJ. Pacific, vol. v. p. 209. 
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No. Limits Mean A. 
Length of Tail Probable Remarks, 

of A. in Degrees. Identification. 

9 4239 } 4260 1'4 A very faint line is 

4282 . gi ven uy Campbell at 

A 426 in comet b of 

1893. 

10 4360 Faint bright spot ill 

con titlUIJUS spectrum. 

A bright line is given 

by Campbell at 1\ 

4366 in comet b of 

1893, 

II 4523 } 4553 r'r Cyanogen ~ Campbell gives a ba.nd 

4584 neal' A 455 in eomet 

c of 1893. 
12 4650 } 46f2 '4 Blue band Ma.x. brightness esti· 

4736 of carboll. mated at 1\ 4682. 

KodailcdnaZ Obset'!Jatol'Y, 
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